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### Symbols
& (ampersand), 157, 162

### A
absolute references, recording macros with, 11-13
AC variable, 278, 280, 282
Access, Microsoft
  compacting database from Excel, 284–285
  opening form from Excel, 282–283
  opening report from Excel, 280–281
  running macro from Excel, 278–279
  running query from Excel, 275–277
Access Object Library, 275
activating VBE, 9, 19
active rows and columns, highlighting, 101–102
active workbook, mailing as attachment, 255–257
active worksheet
  deleting all worksheets except, 75–76
  hiding all worksheets except, 77–78
ActiveCell.PivotTable.Name property
data field titles, adjusting all PivotTable, 203
PivotTable data items, applying number formatting for all, 208
PivotTable data items, setting all to Sum, 205
report filter items, creating new workbook for each, 227
report filter items, printing PivotTable for each, 224
restrictions, pivot field, 218
restrictions, PivotTable, 216
sorting PivotTable fields in alphabetical order, 212
subtotals in PivotTable, hiding all, 201
ActiveChart.Printout method, 242
ActiveSheet Object
  AutoFilter, creating new sheet for each item in, 179
  Name property, 74
  new workbook, creating from scratch, 40
  UsedRange property, 118–119, 120–121, 167
ActiveSheet.ChartObjects collection, 296
ActiveSheet.PrintOut method, 223
ActiveWorkbook object
  deleting all but active worksheet, 75
  hiding all but active worksheet, 77
  refreshing all PivotTables in workbook, 192
  versus ThisWorkbook, 59
ActiveWorkbookFullscreen syntax, 256
ActiveX controls, 19
Add method
  new worksheet, adding, 74
Slide object, 294, 297, 301
Workbook object, 40
Address properties, 102
addresses in contact list, mailing all, 264–265
AF variable, 184
AF.Filters object, 184–185
After argument, Move method, 81
aligning chart to specific range, 237–238
alphabetical order
  sorting all PivotTable fields in, 211–212
  sorting worksheets by name, 83–84
alternate color banding, applying, 128–129
ampersand (&), 157, 162
appending text to left or right of cells, 161–162
application flow, 275
Application object, 32
Application.ConvertFormula function, 209
applications, Office, integrating Excel with. See also Outlook, integrating with Excel
Access database, compacting from Excel, 284–285
Access form, opening from Excel, 282–283
Access macro, running from Excel, 278–279
Access query, running from Excel, 275–277
Access report, opening from Excel, 280–281
overview, 4, 275
PowerPoint presentation, converting workbook into, 299–301
PowerPoint presentation, sending all Excel charts to, 296–298
PowerPoint presentation, sending Excel data to, 293–295
Word document, sending Excel data to, 286–288
Word document, simulating mail merge with, 289–292
Application.Wait method, 297, 301
ApplyDataLabels method, 244
area code, appending to cells, 161–162
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ASCII code, 166–167, 203
Assign Macro dialog box, 18
Atrmt variable, 267, 270
attachments
  active workbook, mailing as, 255–257
  saving all to folder, 266–268
  saving certain to folder, 269–271
  single sheet, mailing as, 260–261
  specific range, mailing as, 258–259
Auto Data Tips option, Options dialog box, 28
Auto Indent setting, Options dialog box, 28
Auto List Members option, Options dialog box, 28
Auto Quick Info option, Options dialog box, 28
Auto Syntax Check option, Options dialog box, 27–28
AutoFilter
  drop-down arrows, selectively hiding, 172–174
  filtered columns, showing in status bar, 183–186
  filtered rows, copying to new workbook, 175–176
  new sheets, creating for each item in, 177–182
AutoFilter object, 173, 175, 181
AutoFilterMode property, 175, 179, 184
automatically deleting PivotTable drill-down sheets, 219–223
automatically saving workbooks, 43–45
automation, defined, 1
AutoSort method, 212

B
backup of current workbook, creating, 69–70
BackupFile variable, 285
backwards-compatible PivotTable, creating, 189–191
BCC (Blind Courtesy Copy), 265
Before argument
  adding new sheet to workbook using, 97
  Move method, 81
Before parameter, 87, 89
BeforeClose event
  drill-down sheets, automatically deleting PivotTable, 219, 222
  filtered columns, showing in status bar, 186
  preventing workbook from closing until cell is populated, 67–68
  protecting worksheet on workbook close, 46–47
  saving workbook before closing, 43, 44–45
BeforeDoubleClick event
  drill-down sheets, automatically deleting PivotTable, 219, 220, 221
  highlighting active row and column, 102
  sorting range on double-click, 131
  zooming in and out of worksheet with double-click, 100
blank cells, replacing with values, 158–160
blank columns
  deleting, 120–121
  finding and selecting first, 125–127
blank rows
  deleting, 118–119
  finding and selecting first, 125–127
  inserting in range, 115–116
Blind Courtesy Copy (BCC), 265
bookmark, in Word document, 286, 287–288, 289, 292
Boolean variables, 34
BreakLink method, 239
buttons, assigning macro to, 17–19

C
cache, pivot
  making all PivotTables use same, 197–198
  number formatting in, 207
  overview, 196
CacheIndex property, 196, 198
Calculate event, 185–186
calculation type, PivotTable, 204–206
Caption property, 203
Caution icon, 4
cdbl function, 147, 148
cells
  appending text to left or right of, 161–162
  blank, replacing with value, 158–160
  blank columns
    deleting, 120–121
    finding and selecting first, 125–127
  blank rows
    deleting, 118–119
    finding and selecting first, 125–127
    inserting in range, 115–116
  ColorObject property, 282–283
  ColorTheme property, 282
  ColorTheme++ property, 282
  default, 256
  dragging to worksheet, 247–248
  dragging to window area, 247
  formatting, 247–249
  inserting, 246
  link to worksheet, 247
  selecting, 246–247
  source, coloring chart data points to match, 250–252
  source, coloring chart series to match, 246–249
  trimming spaces from all in range, 150–151
cells collection, SpecialCells method, 122–123
cells item
  filtered columns, showing in status bar, 185
  number formatting for all data items, applying, 209
  Range object, 106, 125
  table of contents, creating for worksheets, 98
Change event, 134–135
characters, non-printing, cleaning up, 166–167
charting macros
  aligning chart to specific range, 237–238
  coloring chart data points to match source cell colors, 250–252
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charting macros (continued)
  coloring chart series to match source cell colors, 246–249
  labeling first and last chart points, 243–245
  overview, 3, 235
  printing all charts on worksheet, 241–242
  resizing all charts on worksheet, 235–236
  sending all charts to PowerPoint presentation, 296–298
  set of disconnected charts, creating, 239–240
ChartObjects collection, 235–236, 241–242
ChartObjects.ShapeRange.Group, 239
Choose a Workbook to Open dialog box, 52–53
Chr function, 167, 203
cleaning up non-printing characters, 166–167
closing Code windows, 24
closing workbooks
  all at once, 61–62
  preventing until cell is populated, 67–68
  protecting worksheet when, 46–47
  saving before, 43–45
code, in VBA modules, 22–23, 24–27
Code Colors option, Options dialog box, 29
Code window, VBE
  examining macro, 9
  getting VBA code into module, 25–27
  minimizing and maximizing, 24
  overview, 21, 24
Collection object, 180
collections, Excel object model, 32–33
color, grouping worksheets by, 85–86
color banding, applying alternate, 128–129
coloring
  chart data points, to match source cell colors, 250–252
  chart series, to match source cell colors, 246–249
  named ranges, 113–114
columns
  capturing number of, when creating new sheet for each item in AutoFilter, 180
  deleting blank, 120–121
  filtered, showing in status bar, 183–186
  first blank, finding and selecting, 125–127
  highlighting active, 101–102
  Text to Columns command, performing on all, 143–146
  unhiding all, 117
Columns collection, 117, 121
comments, in macro code, 9
Compact and Repair procedure, Access, 284–285
compacting Access database from Excel, 284–285
companion website, 4
Compatibility mode, 189–190
conditional checks, with Select Case statement, 44
conditional format coloring, 246
contact list
  mailing to all addresses in, 264–265
  simulating mail merge with Word document, 289, 291–292
conventions used in book, 4
converting all formulas in range to values, 141–142
Copy method
  AutoFilter, creating new sheet for each item in, 181
  copying and pasting ranges, 139
  copying filtered rows to new workbook, 175
CopyFromRecordset method, 277
copying
  data into new workbook, 39–40
  filtered rows to new workbook, 175–176
  ranges, 139–140
  into VBA modules, 26–27
  worksheet to new workbook, 87
CopyPicture method
  PowerPoint presentation, converting workbook into, 301
  PowerPoint presentation, sending all Excel charts to, 297
  PowerPoint presentation, sending Excel data to, 294
Count calculation type, 204
counters
  deleting blank columns, 120–121
  deleting blank rows, 118–119
  inserting blank rows in range, 115–116
current workbook, creating backup of, 69–70
CurrentSheetIndex variable, 84, 86
custom sort, applying to PivotTable data items, 213–214
custom sort list, 213
Customize Quick Access Toolbar option, 19
customizing VBE
  Docking tab, 31
  Editor Format tab, 29–30
  Editor tab, 27–29
  General tab, 30
  overview, 27
cycling through open Code windows, 24
DAO (Data Access Object), 275–276

data cleanup macro, creating, 163–165

data connections in workbook, refreshing all on opening, 59–60

data field titles, adjusting all, 202–203

data points, chart
coloring to match source cell colors, 250–252
labeling first and last, 243–245
data transformation macros
appending text to left or right of cells, 161–162
AutoFilter, creating new sheet for each item in, 177–182
AutoFilter drop-down arrows, selectively hiding, '172–174
blank cells, replacing with value, 158–160
copying and pasting range, 139–140
filtered columns, showing in status bar, 183–186
filtered rows, copying to new workbook, 175–176
formulas, converting all in range to values, 141–142
hiding all rows but those containing duplicate data, 170–171
highlighting duplicates in range of data, 168–169
non-printing characters, cleaning up, 166–167
overview, 3, 139
padding cells with zeros, 155–157
super data cleanup macro, creating, 163–165
Text to Columns command, performing on all columns, 143–146
trailing minus signs, converting, 147–149
trimming spaces from all cells in range, 150–151
truncating ZIP codes to left five digits, 152–154
databases, Access, compacting from Excel, 284–285
DataTableHere bookmark, 286
date, creating backup of current workbook with today's, 69–70
Date function, 69
declarations, in VBA modules, 22
declaring variables, 34
Default to Full Module View option, Options dialog box, 29
DefaultVersion property, 190
Define Name command, Formulas tab, 108
deleting
all but active worksheet, 75–76
blank columns, 120–121
blank rows, 118–119
PivotTable drill-down sheets automatically, 219–223
VBA modules, 23–24
Description field, Record Macro dialog box, 8
Destination argument, 139
Developer tab, 7
Dim statement, 28
Dir function
determining whether workbook exists in directory, 57–58
opening all workbooks in directory, 63–64
printing all workbooks in directory, 65
directory
determining whether workbook exists in, 57–58
opening all workbooks in, 63–64
printing all workbooks in, 65–66
disconnected charts, creating set of, 239–240
.Display method
mailing active workbook as attachment, 256
mailing to all addresses in contact list, 265
mailing single sheet as attachment, 261
mailing specific range as attachment, 259
sending mail with link to workbook, 263
.DisplayAlerts method
deleting all but active worksheet, 75–76
new workbook, creating from scratch, 40
table of contents, creating for worksheets, 97
Do Not Show Subtotals option, 199
Docking tab, Options dialog box, 31
documents, trusted, 16
documents, Word
sending Excel data to, 286–288
simulating mail merge with, 289–292
Double data type, 147–148
Double variables, 34
double-click
highlight active row and column with, 101–102
sorting range on, 130–131
zooming in and out of worksheet with, 99–100
Drag-and-Drop Text Editing option, Options dialog box, 29
DragToColumn property, PivotField object, 217
DragToData property, PivotField object, 217
DragToHide property, PivotField object, 217
DragToPage property, PivotField object, 217
DragToRow property, PivotField object, 217
drill-down sheets, PivotTable, 219–223
drop-down arrows, AutoFilter, 172–174
duplicate data
hiding all rows but those containing, 170–171
highlighting in range of data, 168–169
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dValues variable, 251–252

dynamically setting print area of worksheet, 134–135
dynamically transforming data, macros for
  appending text to left or right of cells, 161–162
  AutoFilter, creating new sheet for each item in, 177–182
  AutoFilter drop-down arrows, selectively hiding, 172–174
  blank cells, replacing with value, 158–160
  copying and pasting range, 139–140
  filtered columns, showing in status bar, 183–186
  filtered rows, copying to new workbook, 175–176
  formulas, converting all in range to values, 141–142
  hiding all rows but those containing duplicate data, 170–171
  highlighting duplicates in range of data, 168–169
  non-printing characters, cleaning up, 166–167
  overview, 3, 139
  padding cells with zeros, 155–157
  super data cleanup macro, creating, 163–165
  Text to Columns command, performing on all columns, 143–146
  trailing minus signs, converting, 147–149
  trimming spaces from all cells in range, 150–151
  ZIP codes, truncating to left five digits, 152–154

E

Edit Custom Lists option, Excel Options dialog box, 213
Edit toolbar, VBE, 28
editing macro, 10
Editor Format tab, Options dialog box, 29–30
Editor tab, Options dialog box, 27–29
Else argument, 171
e-mailing from Excel
  active workbook, mailing as attachment, 255–257
  to all addresses in contact list, 264–265
  link to workbook, sending mail with, 262–263
  overview, 4, 255
  saving all attachments to folder, 266–268
  saving certain attachments to folder, 269–271
  single sheet, mailing as attachment, 260–261
  specific range, mailing as attachment, 258–259
EnableDrillDown property, 215, 220
EnableFieldDialog property, PivotTable object, 215
EnableFieldList property, PivotTable object, 215
EnableItemSelection property, PivotField object, 217
EnableWizard property, PivotTable object, 215
End property
  finding and selecting first blank row or column, 125–127
  sorting range on double-click, 130

EntireRow property, 171
EntireRow.Insert method, 116
enumerating through range of cells, 111–112
Error Trapping settings, Options dialog box, 30
Esc key, 99
events, 8
examining macros, 9
Excel 2003, PivotTable macros for working with, 189–191
Excel 2003 PivotTable Wizard, 230
Excel 2010, security in, 16, 36
Excel Macro-Enabled Workbook files, 15
Excel macros. See also recording macros; specific macros
  overview, 1–4
  samples, 35–36
Excel object model
  collections, 32–33
  methods, 33–34
  objects, 31–32
  overview, 31
  properties, 33
Excel Options dialog box, 19, 213

F

F5 key, 26
False settings, Subtotals, 200
fields, PivotTable, sorting in alphabetical order, 211–212
file extensions, macro-enabled, 15, 36
FileCopy function, 285
FileFilter parameter, GetOpenFilename method, 53
FileIsEmpty function, 55
FileName variable
  saving all attachments to folder, 267
  saving certain attachments to folder, 270
filenames, 88–89
filtered columns, showing in status bar, 183–186
filtered rows, copying to new workbook, 175–176
Find and Replace functionality, 166
finding first blank row or column, 125–127
first chart points, labeling, 243–245
fixed-width font, 30
FName variable
  determining whether workbook exists in directory, 57
  opening specific workbook defined by user, 53
folders
  saving all attachments to, 266–268
  saving certain attachments to, 269–271
Font option, Options dialog box, 30
For Each statement
  alternate color banding, applying, 128
  appending text to left or right of cells, 161
enumerating through range of cells, 111
formulas, converting all in range to values, 141
hiding all rows but those containing duplicate data, 170
hiding all subtotals in PivotTable, 201
highlighting duplicates in range, 168
pivot data field titles, adjusting all, 203
pivot field restrictions, applying, 218
sorting PivotTable fields in alphabetical order, 212
Sum, setting all data items to, 205
Text to Columns command, performing on all columns, 144
trailing minus signs, converting, 147

For...Each statement
  coloring chart data points to match source cell colors, 251
  coloring chart series to match source cell colors, 248
  labeling first and last chart points, 244
For...Next loop, 292
form controls, assigning macro to, 17–19
Format Cells dialog box, 155
formatting
  all formulas in workbook, 122–124
  all named ranges, 113–114
  number, applying for all data items, 207–210
  ranges, 105–107
forms, Access, opening from Excel, 282–283
formulas
  in range, converting all to values, 141–142
  selecting and formatting all in workbook, 122–124
Formulas option, Go To Special dialog box, 122
Formulas tab, Ribbon, 108
FormulaSplit variable
  coloring chart data points to match source cell colors, 251
  coloring chart series to match source cell colors, 248
FPATH variable, 57
Function procedures
  defined, 22
  determining whether workbook exists in directory, 57–58
  determining whether workbook is already open, 54–55
Function property, 204, 205

General tab, Options dialog box, 30
GetOpenFilename method, 53
Go To Special dialog box, 122
grouping worksheets by color, 85–86

H
HasFormula property, 142
Height property, charts, 237
hiding
  all but active worksheet, 77–78
  all rows but those containing duplicate data, 170–171
  all subtotals in PivotTable, 199–201
  AutoFilter drop-down arrows, selectively, 172–174
highlighting
  active rows and columns, 101–102
  duplicates in range of data, 168–169
HighlightRange variable, 113–114
HTMLBody property, 263
hyperlink to workbook, sending mail with, 262–263
Hyperlinks.Add method, 98

I
i variable
  Access query, running from Excel, 276
  attachments, saving certain to folder, 270
  AutoFilter, creating new sheet for each item in, 179–180
  coloring chart data points to match source cell colors, 252
  filtered columns, showing in status bar, 184, 185
  number formatting for all data items, applying, 208–209
  PowerPoint presentation, sending all Excel charts to, 297
  printing all charts on worksheet, 241–242
  resizing all charts on worksheet, 236
  table of contents, creating for worksheets, 97–98
icons, explained, 4
iCounter variable
  deleting blank columns, 120–121
  deleting blank rows, 118–119
  inserting blank rows in range, 115–116
If...Then...Else statement, 42
Immediate window, VBE, 21
incremental counter, 115–116
Indent button, VBE, 28
index numbers, for colors, 85
Insert button, Developer tab, 18
inserting blank rows in range, 115–116
InStr function, 271
Integer variables, 34
Intersect method, 41–42
inventory summary, PivotTable, 194–196
IsEmpty function
  blank cells, replacing with values, 159
  hiding all rows but those containing duplicate data, 171
  padding cells with zeros, 157
  Text to Columns command, performing on all columns, 146
  trimming spaces from all cells in range, 151
  ZIP codes, truncating to left five digits, 153
IsNumeric function, 148

K
Key argument, 131

L
labeling first and last chart points, 243–245
LastColumn variable, 127
LastRow variable
  finding and selecting first blank row or column, 126
  sorting range on double-click, 130
leading spaces, trimming from all cells in range, 150–151
Left function
  AutoFilter, creating new sheet for each item in, 181
  ZIP codes, truncating to left five digits, 152–153
Left property, charts, 237
Len function, 158–159
limiting range movement to particular area, 132–133
line-continuation character, in VBA code, 25
  link to workbook, sending mail with, 262–263
locations, trusted, 16–17
Long variables, 34

M
Macro dialog box, 12–14
Macro Name field, Record Macro dialog box, 8
Macro Recorder
  absolute references, 11–12
  PivotTable-related tasks, 189
  relative references, 14
  starting up, 7–8
Macro Security button, Developer tab, 16
macro-enabled file extensions, 15, 36
macros. See also recording macros; specific macros
  Access, running from Excel, 278–279
  overview, 1
  samples, 35–36
  mail merge, simulating with Word document, 289–292
mailing from Excel
  active workbook, mailing as attachment, 255–257
  to all addresses in contact list, 264–265
  link to workbook, sending mail with, 262–263
  overview, 4, 255
  saving all attachments to folder, 266–268
  saving certain attachments to folder, 269–271
  single sheet, mailing as attachment, 260–261
  specific range, mailing as attachment, 258–259
Margin Indicator Bar option, Options dialog box, 30
matrix-style reports, in PivotTables, 229
maximizing Code window, 24
menu bar, VBE, 20
methods, Excel object model, 33–34
Microsoft Access Object Library, 275
Microsoft DAO Object Library, 275
Microsoft Excel Objects, Project window, 22
Microsoft Office applications, integrating Excel with. See also Microsoft Outlook, integrating with Excel
  Access database, compacting from Excel, 284–285
  Access form, opening from Excel, 282–283
  Access macro, running from Excel, 278–279
  Access query, running from Excel, 275–277
  Access report, opening from Excel, 280–281
  overview, 4, 275
  PowerPoint presentation, converting workbook into, 299–301
  PowerPoint presentation, sending all Excel charts to, 296–298
  PowerPoint presentation, sending Excel data to, 293–295
  Word document, sending Excel data to, 286–288
  Word document, simulating mail merge with, 289–292
Microsoft Outlook, integrating with Excel
  active workbook, mailing as attachment, 255–257
  addresses in contact list, mailing to all, 264–265
  link to workbook, sending mail with, 262–263
  overview, 4, 255
  saving all attachments to folder, 266–268
  saving certain attachments to folder, 269–271
  single sheet, mailing as attachment, 260–261
  specific range, mailing as attachment, 258–259
Microsoft Outlook Object Library, 255
Microsoft PowerPoint Object Library, 293
Microsoft Word Object Library, 286
minimizing Code window, 24
minus signs, converting trailing, 147–149
MItem variable, 270
module, VBA
  adding new, 22–23
  getting VBA code into, 25–27
  removing, 23–24
Modules folder, Project window, 23
Move method
  grouping worksheets by color, 86
  moving worksheets around, 81
  sorting worksheets by name, 84
Move Next Command, 271
movement, range, limiting to particular area, 132–133
moving worksheets around, 81–82
multiple consolidation ranges, in PivotTables, 230
MultiSelect parameter, GetOpenFilename method, 53
MyCell variable
  alternate color banding, applying, 129
  appending text to left or right of cells, 162
  blank cells, replacing with values, 159
  enumerating through range of cells, 111
  formulas, converting all in range to values, 142
  hiding all rows but those containing duplicate data, 171
  highlighting duplicates in range, 169
  mailing all addresses in contact list, 265
  padding cells with zeros, 156
PivotTable inventory summary, creating, 195–196
simulating mail merge with Word document, 291
Text to Columns command, performing on all columns, 144
trailing minus signs, converting, 148
trimming spaces from all cells in range, 151
Word document, sending Excel data to, 287
ZIP codes, truncating to left five digits, 153
MyRecordset object, 276–277
MySeries variable
  coloring chart data points to match source cell colors, 251
  coloring chart series to match source cell colors, 248
  labeling first and last chart points, 244
MySeries.Points(1), 244
MySeries.Points.Count, 244
MySheet variable, 179
MyTitle variable, 300–301

N
name, sorting worksheets by, 83–84
Name Manager dialog box, 108–109
Name property
  ActiveSheet object, 74
  PivotTable object, 196
  Range object, 109
  renaming worksheets by changing, 33
ThisWorkbook object, 69
named ranges
  creating and selecting, 108–110
  selecting and formatting all, 113–114
Names collection, 113–114
naming new worksheet, 73–74
navigating worksheets, macros for
  alternate color banding, applying, 129–129
  blank columns, deleting, 120–121
  blank rows, deleting, 118–119
  blank rows, inserting in range, 115–116
  enumerating through range of cells, 111–112
  first blank row or column, finding and selecting, 125–127
  formulas in workbook, selecting and formatting all, 122–124
  named ranges, creating and selecting, 108–110
  named ranges, selecting and formatting all, 113–114
overview, 3, 105
navigating worksheets, macros for (continued)
  print area of worksheet, dynamically setting, 134–135
  range movement, limiting to particular area, 132–133
  selecting and formatting range, 105–107
  sorting range on double-click, 130–131
  unhiding all rows and columns, 117
New Name dialog box, 108, 109
nodes, Project window, 22
non-printing characters, cleaning up, 166–167
Note icon, 4
=Now( ) function, 185
ns variable
  saving all attachments to folder, 267
  saving certain attachments to folder, 270
number formatting, applying for all data items, 207–210
NumberFormat property, 157
numbers-based sorting, 83

O
object model, Excel
  collections, 32–33
  methods, 33–34
  objects, 31–32
  overview, 31
  properties, 33
Object variables, 34
objects, Excel object model, 31–32
oChart variable
  coloring chart data points to match source cell colors, 251
  coloring chart series to match source cell colors, 248
  labeling first and last chart points, 244
Office applications, integrating Excel with. See also
  Outlook, integrating with Excel
  Access database, compacting from Excel, 284–285
  Access form, opening from Excel, 282–283
  Access macro, running from Excel, 278–279
  Access query, running from Excel, 275–277
  Access report, opening from Excel, 280–281
  overview, 4, 275
PowerPoint presentation, converting workbook into, 299–301
PowerPoint presentation, sending all Excel charts to, 296–298
PowerPoint presentation, sending Excel data to, 293–295
Word document, sending Excel data to, 286–288
Word document, simulating mail merge with, 289–292

Offset method, 291
Offset property
  absolute reference macros, 14
  alternate color banding, applying, 128
  first blank row or column, finding and selecting, 125–126, 127
  PivotTable inventory summary, creating, 195–196
OLApp variable
  mailing active workbook as attachment, 256
  mailing all addresses in contact list, 265
  mailing single sheet as attachment, 261
  mailing specific range as attachment, 259
  sending mail with link to workbook, 263
OLApp.Session.Logon
  mailing active workbook as attachment, 256
  mailing all addresses in contact list, 265
  mailing single sheet as attachment, 261
  mailing specific range as attachment, 259
  sending mail with link to workbook, 263
On Error GoTo 0 error handler, 97
On Error Resume Next statement
  coloring chart data points to match source cell colors, 251
  coloring chart series to match source cell colors, 248
  hiding all subtotals in PivotTable, 201
  labeling first and last chart points, 244
  number formatting for all PivotTable data items, applying, 209
  pivot data field titles, adjusting all, 203
  printing PivotTable for each report filter item, 224
  report filter items, creating new workbook for each, 227
  saving all attachments to folder, 267
  saving certain attachments to folder, 270
  sorting PivotTable fields in alphabetical order, 212
Sum, setting all data items to, 205
table of contents, creating for worksheets, 97
Open event
  limiting range movement to particular area, 132–133
  opening workbook to specific tab, 50–51
  refreshing all data connections in workbook on opening, 59–60
  unprotected worksheet on opening workbook, 48–49
opening workbooks
  all in directory, 63–64
  determining whether workbook is already open, 54–56
refreshing all data connections when, 59–60
to specific tab, 50–51
specific workbook defined by user, 52–53
unprotecting worksheet on, 48–49
Options dialog box, VBE
Docking tab, 31
Editor Format tab, 29–30
Editor tab, 27–29
General tab, 30
overview, 27
Orientation property, 242
OriginalFile variable, 285
Outdent button, VBE, 28
Outlook, integrating with Excel
active workbook, mailing as attachment, 255–257
addresses in contact list, mailing to all, 264–265
link to workbook, sending mail with, 262–263
overview, 4, 255
saving all attachments to folder, 266–268
saving certain attachments to folder, 269–271
single sheet, mailing as attachment, 260–261
specific range, mailing as attachment, 258–259

P
padding cells with zeros, 155–157
PageField object, 223–228
parameters, method, 34
Parent.Range property, PivotTable object, 196
Password argument
protecting all worksheets, 92
unprotecting all worksheets, 94
passwords
protecting all worksheets, 92
protecting worksheet on workbook closure, 46
unprotecting all worksheets, 94
unprotecting worksheet on opening workbook, 48
Paste method, 40
PasteSpecial method, 139
PasteTable.docx file, 286
pasting
data into new workbook, 39–40
range, 139–140
into VBA modules, 26–27
Path property, ThisWorkbook object, 69
Personal Macro Workbook
alternate color banding, applying, 129
closing all workbooks at once, 61–62
coloring chart data points to match source cell colors, 252
coloring chart series to match source cell colors, 249
deleting all but active worksheet, 76
deleting blank columns, 121
deleting blank rows, 119
grouping worksheets by color, 86
labeling first and last chart points, 245
moving worksheets around, 81–82
printing specified worksheets, 90–91
protecting all worksheets, 92–93
selecting and formatting all formulas in workbook,
123–124
selecting and formatting all named ranges, 114
sorting worksheets by name, 84
storing macros in, 17
unhiding all rows and columns, 117
unhiding all worksheets in workbook, 79–80
unprotecting all worksheets, 95
pf variable
number formatting for all data items, applying, 208
pivot data field titles, adjusting all, 203
pivot field restrictions, applying, 218
printing PivotTable for each report filter item, 224
report filter items, creating new workbook for each, 227
sorting PivotTable fields in alphabetical order, 211
subtotals in PivotTable, hiding all, 201
Sum, setting all data items to, 205
pi variable
creating new workbook for each report filter item, 227
printing PivotTable for each report filter item, 224
pivot cache
making all PivotTables use same, 197–198
number formatting in, 207
overview, 196
pivot field restrictions, applying, 217–218
PivotCache.EnableRefresh property, PivotTable object, 215
PivotCache.Recordcount property, PivotTable object, 196
PivotCache.SourceData property, PivotTable object, 196
PivotField object, 217
PivotItems collection, 223, 226
PivotItems object, 213
PivotTable macros
backwards-compatible PivotTable, creating, 189–191
custom sort, applying to data items, 213–214
data field titles, adjusting all, 202–203
drill-down sheets, automatically deleting, 219–223
hiding all subtotals, 199–201
inventory summary, creating, 194–196
PivotTable macros (continued)
  number formatting, applying for all data items, 207–210
  overview, 3, 189
  pivot cache, making all PivotTables use same, 197–198
  pivot field restrictions, applying, 217–218
  printing PivotTable for each report filter item, 223–225
  refreshing all PivotTables in workbook, 192–193
  report filter item, creating new workbook for each, 226–228
  restrictions, applying, 215–216
  sorting all fields in alphabetical order, 211–212
  Sum calculation type, setting all data items to, 204–206
  transposing entire data range, 229–231

PivotTable object
  applying restrictions, 215
  inventory summary, creating, 194–196
  refreshing all PivotTables in workbook, 192

Points collection, 244
Position property, PivotItems object, 213
positioning charts, 237–238

PowerPoint presentations
  converting workbook into, 299–301
  sending all Excel charts to, 296–298
  sending Excel data to, 293–295

PP variable
  converting workbook into PowerPoint presentation, 300
  sending all Excel charts to PowerPoint presentation, 297
  sending Excel data to PowerPoint presentation, 294

ppLayoutBlank, 297
ppLayoutTitleOnly
  converting workbook into PowerPoint presentation, 301
  sending Excel data to PowerPoint presentation, 294

PPPRes variable
  converting workbook into PowerPoint presentation, 300
  sending all Excel charts to PowerPoint presentation, 297
  sending Excel data to PowerPoint presentation, 294

PPSlide variable
  converting workbook into PowerPoint presentation, 300
  sending all Excel charts to PowerPoint presentation, 297
  sending Excel data to PowerPoint presentation, 294

Preventing workbook from closing until cell is populated, 67–68
PrevSheetIndex variable
  grouping worksheets by color, 86
  sorting worksheets by name, 84
print area of worksheet, dynamically setting, 134–135
PrintArea property, 134
printing
  all charts on worksheet, 241–242
  all workbooks in directory, 65–66
  PivotTable for each report filter item, 223–225
  specified worksheets, 90–91
PrintOut method, 90
Procedure Separator option, Options dialog box, 29
Project window, VBE
  adding new VBA module, 22–23
  examining macro, 9
  overview, 21–22
  removing VBA module, 23–24
properties, Excel object model, 33
protecting
  all worksheets, 92–93
  worksheet on workbook closure, 46–47
protection settings, PivotTable, 215–216
pt variable
  drill-down sheets, automatically deleting PivotTable, 220
  hiding all subtotals in PivotTable, 201, 203
  number formatting for all data items, applying, 208, 209
  pivot field restrictions, applying, 218
  PivotTable inventory summary, creating, 195
  PivotTable restrictions, applying, 216
  printing PivotTable for each report filter item, 224
  refreshing all PivotTables in workbook, 192
  report filter items, creating new workbook for each, 227
  shared pivot cache, 198
  sorting PivotTable fields in alphabetical order, 211–212
  Sum, setting all data items to, 205

Q
queries, Access, running from Excel, 275–277
QueryDef object, 276
Quick Access toolbar, placing macro on, 19

R
R1C1 reference style, 209
range macros
  aligning chart to specific range, 237–238
  alternate color banding, applying, 128–129
converting all formulas in range to values, 141–142

copying and pasting ranges, 139–140

deleting blank columns, 120–121

deleting blank rows, 118–119

enumerating through range of cells, 111–112

first blank row or column, finding and selecting, 125–127

formulas in workbook, selecting and formatting all, 122–124

highlighting duplicates, 168–169

inserting blank rows in range, 115–116

named ranges, creating and selecting, 108–110

named ranges, selecting and formatting all, 113–114

overview, 3, 105

PowerPoint slides, creating from range, 293–294

print area of worksheet, dynamically setting, 134–135

range movement, limiting to particular area, 132–133

selecting and formatting range, 105–107

sorting range on double-click, 130–131

specific range, mailing as attachment, 258–259

transposing range with PivotTable, 229–231

trimming spaces from all cells in range, 150–151

unhiding all rows and columns, 117

Word document, sending to, 287–288

Range Object

alternate color banding, applying, 128–129

appending text to left or right of cells, 161–162

converting all formulas in range to values, 141–142

copying and pasting ranges, 139

enumerating through range of cells, 111

hiding all rows but those containing duplicate data, 171

highlighting duplicates in range, 169

named ranges, creating and selecting, 109–110

padding cells with zeros, 156

replacing blank cells with values, 159

selecting and formatting ranges, 105–106

sending Excel data to Word document, 287

super data cleanup macro, 163

Text to Columns command, performing on all columns, 144–145

trailing minus signs, converting, 147–148

trimming spaces from all cells in range, 151

truncating ZIP codes to left five digits, 153

Range property

AF AutoFilter object, 185

AutoFilter object, 175, 181

range string, 102

RangeName variable, 113

Range.Select statement, 102

Record Macro dialog box

overview, 7–8

Personal Macro Workbook, storing macros in, 17, 62

recording macros

with absolute references, 11–13

assigning macro to button and other form controls, 17–19

Code window, working with, 24–27

customizing VBA environment, 27–31

editing macro, 10

examining macro, 9

Excel object model, 31–34

macro-enabled file extensions, 15

overview, 7–9

Project window, working with, 21–24

Quick Access toolbar, placing macro on, 19

with relative references, 13–15

security in Excel 2010, 16

storing macros in Personal Macro Workbook, 17

testing macro, 10

trusted locations, 16–17

variables, 34–35

VBE, working in, 19–21

Recordset object, 275

Redo button, 25

Reference dialog box

Access query, running from Excel, 275

Word document, sending Excel data to, 286

ReferToRange property, 113

RefreshAll method

refreshing all data connections in workbook on opening, 59

refreshing all PivotTables in workbook, 193

refreshing

all data connections in workbook on opening, 59–60

to all PivotTables in workbook, 192–193

RefreshTable method, 193

relative references, recording macros with, 13–15

removing VBA module, 23–24

renaming PivotTable data fields, 202–203

Replace function, 220

Replace method, 166

Replacement argument, 167

replacing blank cells with values, 158–160

group filter items

creating new workbook for each, 226–228

printing PivotTable for each, 223–225

reports, Access, opening from Excel, 280–281

Require Variable Declaration option, Options dialog box, 28

resizing all charts on worksheet, 235–236

Restore button, Code window, 24

restrictions, PivotTable, 215–216
Index

Right function
- overview, 153
- padding cells with zeros, 157
rows
- deleting blank, 118–119
- filtered, copying to new workbook, 175–176
- first blank, finding and selecting, 125–127
- hiding all but those containing duplicate data, 170–171
- highlighting active, 101–102
- inserting blank in range, 115–116
- unhiding all, 117
Rows collection
- deleting blank rows, 119
- inserting blank rows in range, 116
- unhiding all rows and columns, 117

S
sample macros, 35–36
SaveAs method, 40
SaveChanges argument, 61
SaveCopyAs method, 69
saving
- all attachments to folder, 266–268
- certain attachments to folder, 269–271
- workbook before closing, 43–45
- workbook before running macro, 142
- workbook when particular cell is changed, 41–42
ScrollArea property, 132
scrubbing data. See transforming data, macros for
security in Excel 2010, 16, 36
Select Case statement, 43–44
selecting
- all formulas in workbook, 122–124
- all named ranges, 113–114
- first blank row or column, 125–127
- named ranges, 108–110
- range, 105–107
Selection Pane, 237
selectively hiding AutoFilter drop-down arrows, 172–174
.Send method
- mailing active workbook as attachment, 256
- mailing to all addresses in contact list, 265
- mailing single sheet as attachment, 261
- mailing specific range as attachment, 259
SendMail command, 255
series, chart, coloring to match source cell colors, 246–249
series formula, charts, 248, 250–252
SeriesCollection object
- coloring chart series to match source cell colors, 246
- labeling first and last chart points, 243
- set of disconnected charts, creating, 239–240
ShapeRange.Group method, 239
shaping data. See transforming data, macros for
shared pivot cache, 197–198
Shortcut Key field, Record Macro dialog box, 8
shortcut menus, VBE, 20
ShowDetail method, 220
simulating mail merge with Word document, 289–292
Size setting, Options dialog box, 30
SkipIt reference, 271
Slide object
- converting workbook into PowerPoint presentation, 301
- sending all Excel charts to PowerPoint presentation, 297
- sending Excel data to PowerPoint presentation, 294
SlideCount+1
- converting workbook into PowerPoint presentation, 301
- sending all Excel charts to PowerPoint presentation, 297
- sending Excel data to PowerPoint presentation, 294
SlideTitle variable, 294
Sort method, 130
sorting
- all PivotTable fields in alphabetical order, 211–212
- custom sort, applying to PivotTable data items, 213–214
- range, on double-click, 130–131
- worksheets, by name, 83–84
source data, PivotTable, 207
SourceData property
- number formatting for all PivotTable data items,
  applying, 207, 209
- PivotTable inventory summary, creating, 196
SourceName property, 203
SourceRangeColor variable, 248
spaces, trimming from all cells in range, 150–151
SpecialCells method, 122–123
Split function
- coloring chart data points to match source cell colors, 252
- coloring chart series to match source cell colors, 248
SrcRange variable, 208–209
Standard toolbar, VBE, 20
statements, in VBA code, 25
status bar, showing filtered columns in, 183–186
StatusBar property, 183–185
Step-1 qualifier
- deleting blank columns, 121
- deleting blank rows, 119
- inserting blank rows in range, 116
Store Macro in drop-down list, Record Macro dialog box, 8, 17, 62
storing macros in Personal Macro Workbook, 17
strFormat variable, 208–209
String variables, 34
strLabel variable, 208–209
strOutput variable, 184–185
strRange object, 102
Sub procedures
  overview, 26
  in VBA modules, 22
subtotals in PivotTable, hiding all, 199–201
sum calculation type, setting all data items to, 204–206
summary, PivotTable inventory, 194–196
super data cleanup macro, creating, 163–165
syntax errors, 27
tab, opening workbook to specific, 50–51
tab colors, grouping worksheets by, 85–86
Tab key, 28
Tab.ColorIndex property, 86
table color banding, 246
table of contents, creating for worksheets, 96–98
TableRange1 object, 228
TableRange2.Address property, PivotTable object, 196
tabular data sets, in PivotTables, 229
TargetField variable, 184, 185
TargetWorkbook string variable, 55
TempFile variable, 285
TestBook string variable, 55
testing macro, 10
Text property, 33
Text to Columns command, performing on all columns, 143–146
text-based sorting, 83
This Workbook option, Record Macro dialog box, 8
ThisWorkbook object
  copying worksheet to new workbook, 87
  deleting all but active worksheet, 75
  hiding all but active worksheet, 77
  new workbook for each worksheet, creating, 89
  Path property, 69
  Personal Macro Workbook, 76
  refreshing all data connections, 59
  refreshing all PivotTables in workbook, 192–193
  shared pivot cache, 198
Tip icon, 4
Title parameter, GetOpenFilename method, 53
titles, data field, adjusting all, 202–203
today’s date, creating backup of current workbook with, 69–70
toolbars, VBE, 20–21
Top property, charts, 237
trailing minus signs, converting, 147–149
trailing spaces, trimming from all cells in range, 150–151
transforming data, macros for
  appending text to left or right of cells, 161–162
  AutoFilter, creating new sheet for each item in, 177–182
  AutoFilter drop-down arrows, selectively hiding, 172–174
  blank cells, replacing with values, 158–160
  copying and pasting range, 139–140
  filtered columns, showing in status bar, 183–186
  filtered rows, copying to new workbook, 175–176
  formulas, converting all in range to values, 141–142
  hiding all rows but those containing duplicate data, 170–171
  highlighting duplicates in range of data, 168–169
  non-printing characters, cleaning up, 166–167
  overview, 3, 139
  padding cells with zeros, 155–157
  super data cleanup macro, creating, 163–165
  Text to Columns command, performing on all columns, 143–146
  trailing minus signs, converting, 147–149
  trimming spaces from all cells in range, 150–151
  ZIP codes, truncating to left five digits, 152–154
transposing entire data range with PivotTable, 229–231
Trim function, 150–151
trimming spaces from all cells in range, 150–151
truncating ZIP codes to left five digits, 152–154
Trust Center dialog box, 16–17
trusted documents, 16
trusted locations, 16–17
Trusted Locations menu, Trust Center dialog box, 16–17
UCase function, 84
ULList Collection object, 180
ULList variable, 179
ULListValue variable, 179, 180–181
Undo button, 25
undo stack, 36, 142
Unhide option, 78
unhiding
  all rows and columns, 117
  all worksheets in workbook, 79–80
unprotecting
  all worksheets, 94–95
  worksheet on opening workbook, 48–49
U.S. ZIP codes, truncating to left five digits, 152–154
Use Relative References option, Developer tab, 13
UsedRange object, 167
UsedRange property
  deleting blank columns, 120–121
  deleting blank rows, 118–119
  print area of worksheet, dynamically setting, 134
user, opening specific workbook defined by, 52–53
values
  assigning to variables, 34–35
  converting all formulas in range to, 141–142
variables, 34–35
Variant variables, 34
VBA. See Visual Basic for Applications
VBE. See Visual Basic Editor
vbOKCancel argument, 44
Version property, 190
Visible property
  PowerPoint application, 294, 297, 300
  Word application, 287, 291
visible state, 79
VisibleDropDown parameter, 173
Visual Basic Editor (VBE)
  activating, 9, 19
  Code window, 21, 24–27
  customizing, 27–31
  Immediate window, 21
  menu bar, 20
  overview, 19
  Project window, 21–24
  setting reference to Access and DAO object libraries, 275
  setting reference to Microsoft Outlook Object Library, 255
  setting reference to Microsoft PowerPoint Object Library, 293
  setting reference to Microsoft Word Object Library, 286
  toolbar, 20–21
Visual Basic for Applications (VBA)
  adding new module, 22–23
  code, getting into VBA module, 25–27
  Code window, 21
  comprehensive guide to, 36
  defined, 1
  removing module, 23–24
volatile functions, 185
W
wb variable, 89
wbLinks variable, 239, 240
wd variable
  sending Excel data to Word document, 287
  simulating mail merge with Word document, 291
wdDoc variable
  sending Excel data to Word document, 287
  simulating mail merge with Word document, 291
wdRange variable, 287
website, companion, 4
Width property, charts, 237
With_End With statement
  formulas, selecting and formatting all in workbook, 122
  named ranges, creating and selecting, 110
  ranges, selecting and formatting, 106
Word, Microsoft
  sending Excel data to document, 286–288
  simulating mail merge with document, 289–292
workbook macros
  active workbook, mailing as attachment, 255–257
  backup of current workbook with today's date, creating, 69–70
  closing all workbooks at once, 61–62
  copying filtered rows to new workbook, 175–176
  copying worksheet to new workbook, 87
  determining whether workbook exists in directory, 57–58
  determining whether workbook is already open, 54–56
  link to workbook, sending mail with, 262–263
  new workbook, creating for each item in AutoFilter, 181
  new workbook, creating for each report filter item, 226–228
  new workbook, creating for each worksheet, 88–89
  new workbook, creating from scratch, 39–40
  opening all workbooks in directory, 63–64
  opening specific workbook defined by user, 52–53
  opening workbook to specific tab, 50–51
  overview, 3
  PowerPoint presentation, converting into, 299–301
  preventing workbook from closing until cell is populated, 67–68
  printing all workbooks in directory, 65–66
  protecting worksheet on workbook closure, 46–47
refreshing all data connections in workbook on opening, 59–60
refreshing all PivotTables in, 192–193
saving workbook before closing, 43–45
saving workbook when particular cell is changed, 41–42
selecting and formatting all formulas, 122–124
trusted documents, 16
unhiding all worksheets, 79–80
unprotecting worksheet on opening workbook, 48–49
Workbook_BeforeClose event
PivotTable drill-down sheets, automatically deleting, 219
showing filtered columns in status bar, 186
Workbook_BeforeDoubleClick event code window
PivotTable drill-down sheets, automatically deleting, 221
preventing workbook from closing until cell is populated, 68
saving workbook before closing, 44–47
Workbook_Open event code window
limiting range movement to particular area, 132–133
opening workbook to specific tab, 50–51
refreshing all data connections in workbook on opening, 59–60
unprotecting worksheet on opening workbook, 48–49
Worksheet_Activate event, 186
Worksheet_BeforeDoubleClick event, 219, 220
Worksheet_BeforeDoubleClick event code window
highlighting active row and column, 102
PivotTable drill-down sheets, automatically deleting, 221
sorting range on double-click, 131
zooming in and out of worksheet with double-click, 100
Worksheet_Calculate event code window, 185–186
Worksheet_Change event code window
print area of worksheet, dynamically setting, 134–135
saving workbook when particular cell is changed, 42
Worksheet_Deactivate event, 186
WorksheetFunction object
hiding all rows but those containing duplicate data, 171
highlighting duplicates in range of data, 169
Worksheets collection, 32–33
ws object
deleting all but active worksheet, 75
formulas, selecting and formatting all in workbook, 123
hiding all but active worksheet, 77
PivotTable inventory summary, creating, 195
protecting all worksheets, 92
refreshing all PivotTables in workbook, 192
shared pivot cache, 198
unhiding all worksheets in workbook, 79
unprotecting all worksheets, 94
ws variable
creating new workbook for each worksheet, 89
PivotTable drill-down sheets, automatically deleting, 221
X
xlDataLabelsShowNone, 244
xlPasteFormats, 139
.xls files, 189–191
xlSheetHidden, 78
xlSheetVeryHidden, 78
xlSheetVisible, 79
.xlsm extension, 15
.xlsx extension, 15, 64–65
xlwksht variable, 300
Z
zeros, padding cells with, 155–157
ZIP codes, truncating to left five digits, 152–154
zooming in and out of worksheet, 99–100